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Squat 
“Feet straight/shoulder width apart, bend knees 

to 50° as if to sit in a chair, weight on heels, 
knees straight ahead.” 

HARDER: chest up, float grip 
EASIER: bend knees less 

AVOID: squatting deep, knees going inward 
 

 

Quad Stretch 
“Turn and face back of device, bend over, bend 
right knee, place right ankle on right stretching 

peg, stand up, keep right knee close to left” 
HARDER: stand closer to back of device 
EASIER: stand closet to front of device 

AVOID: slouching, arching back 
  

Plank 
“Stand at back of device, grip both hands, up on 

both toes, walk back with body straight.” 
HARDER: walk back more 
EASIER: walk back less  

AVOID: arching low back, bending elbows 
 
 
 

 
 

Posture Stretch 
“Stand at front of device, reach back with 1 hand 

palm down followed by the other, stand tall, 
shoulders back” 

HARDER: stand closer to front of device 
EASIER: stand toward back of device 

AVOID: slouching, looking down 
 

 



Big Step 
“Stand at back of device, take a BIG step forward 

as if stepping over giant puddle, FREEZE” 
HARDER: take bigger step 
EASIER: take smaller step 

AVOID: arching back 

 

Reminders 
 

ü  Maintain safe hand position shown below 
 

ü  Adjust grip to attain “wobble” 
 

ü Once controlled “wobble” is achieved, do 
not progress  
 

ü  Modify position if sharp pain is felt 
 

ü  Place a chair nearby if needed 
 

ü Get physician approval to exercise 
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Safe Hand Positions 
 

 
 

 
          Closed:  easy                               Open:  hard                                  Float:  hardest  
                                                                                                                      > 1” from bar 

 



“Long Class, Page 2” 
 

Leg Up 
“Put right foot on right peg, stand tall, keep 

bottom foot pointing straight ahead” 
HARDER: straighten knee 

EASIER: bend knee 
AVOID: slouching, looking down 

 

 

Shoulder Stretch 
“Grab front handlebar palms up, slowly walk 
back and bend at hips without pulling bars 

toward you.” 
HARDER: straighten elbows, push chest down 

EASIER: bend over less 
AVOID: palms down 
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